~ Sportsmen working for the future of Nevada’s wildlife ~

NBU Salutes Our Troops
Thank You for your Service

Nevada Grads are Battle Born!

FBO Shank, Afghanistan - See Editor’s Notes
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Editor’s Notes

President’s Message
Dear Members,

NBU News

is published
quarterly by:
Hello NBU Members!
With this issue of the NBU News we take a moment to salute and pay tribute to our service men and
women around the world tasked with protecting our freedom and the way of life we all enjoy. On
the cover from left to right are: Lt. Col. Bart O’Toole, BS Agriculture (Minor Economics) UNR 1987
(Nevada Air National Guard & Agribusiness Development Team); Cpt. Cassie (Wyllie) Moore, BS
Criminal Justice, UNR 2007 (C Co 1-3, 1st BN, 3rd AVN Reg, 3rd Infantry Division); LTC Clayton
Chappell, BS Civil Engineering, UNR 1993 (Nevada Army National Guard, NV ADT); and LTC Brian
Shackelford, BS Civil Engineering 1993 (National Guard Bureau, NV ADT). GO PACK! Thank you
all for your service!
This is our pre-banquet issue on the NBU News. Your Board of Directors is busy preparing for our
31st Annual Banquet & Fundraising Auction including some surprises and an event that will exceed
everyone’s expectations. This issue is chucked full of teasers to get you excited to attend the
single biggest night of fundraising for wildlife in the West! Maybe even the country! If you haven’t
purchased your tickets yet, you better get after it. The Peppermill is quickly selling out and you don’t
want to be on the wrong side of the doors for this banquet!
You will notice a few changes in this issue as you flip through the pages. Of particular importance
is the inclusion of sponsor acknowledgement advertisements for the first time. NBU gratefully
acknowledges Henry Repeating Arms, Cabela’s, Scheels and the Flying B Ranch as sponsors of
your 31st Annual Banquet & Fundraising Auction. These sponsors are playing a huge role this year
to help us to put more bighorn sheep on more of Nevada’s mountain ranges and in so doing benefit
all wildlife! The next time you visit one of these sponsors please take a moment to thank them for
their support of NBU and wildlife.
We have included several articles in this issue to help promote items that will be included in the
upcoming fundraising auction. Additionally, you will find Sneak Peeks of specific auction items
spread throughout this issue of the newsletter. Yes, everyone is excited about the banquet on
Friday, March 25th. We can’t wait to open those doors for the evening and let you all in to a
fantastic fundraising event for wildlife!
As usual, we have tried to include several articles highlighting your donations to NBU at work: 1)
the Youth Bird Hunt, 2) the National Archery Program in the Schools, and 3) the Fuji Park Pond in
Carson City. We have a great article from long time NBU member and volunteer Kristie Belding and
her experience at the recent antelope gather in Elko County for their trip to Washington. As well as
a follow up article detailing the pronghorn release at the other end of the line.
In closing, it is with great sadness that I report the loss of fifteen year old Maison T Ortiz. Maison
was a member of NBU, as is his father Tom and his grandfather and past NBU Director Larry
Hicks. We grieve Maison’s passing and extend our heartfelt sympathy and condolences to the
entire family and all of Maison’s friends. To honor Maison, NBU has established the Maison T Ortiz
Memorial Fund. This fund will be set aside to assist deserving young sportsmen and sportswomen
to experience the Nevada outdoors that was so precious to Maison. Donations are tax deductible.
Make your donation check payable to NBU and note in the memo for the Maison T Ortiz Memorial
Fund and mail to NBU at P.O. Box 21393, Reno, NV 89515-1393.
Thank you and see you at the banquet!
Brett K. Jefferson, P.L.S.
NBU News Editor
BKJefferson@TriStateLtd.com
Phone: (775) 352-7003
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http://NevadaBighornsUnlimited.org

Greetings, I hope you all enjoy
the 2011 pre-banquet edition
of the NBU News. Our 31st
Annual Fundraising Banquet is
just around the corner, Friday
March 25th, and we are all
working very hard to get ready.
We would like to thank those
of you who participated in the
Early Bird Raffle by paying for
your tables before January
31st. Make sure those tickets
go into the properly identified
Mike Bertoldi speaks at the
ticket drum near the main
Sheep Show
entrance. The Early Bird
Raffle for the Zeiss Spotting Scope will be the first raffle of the
evening. It looks like we will have another great crowd. There
are still a few tables and some open seating tickets available
through the NBU Directors. If you would like information about
the banquet or about tickets please contact us via our web site
at http://NevadaBighornsUnlimited.org; on the NBU phone message
machine by dialing (775) 323-1177; or contact any NBU Director.
We are also going to set
up the website so open
seating individual tickets
can be purchased online.
I hope you all enjoyed
the Wild Sheep
Foundation (WSF)
Sheep Show. This
year’s convention was
NBU Past President Jim Nelson
very successful and
& current President Mike Bertoldi
brought some much
share a story at the Sheep Show
needed revenue to the
local economy. Next year the WSF show will be in Reno January
19th-21st. WSF is a very effective national and global advocate
for wild sheep and sportsmen and NBU is an affiliate and sponsor
of the event. To learn more about WSF you can visit their website
at www.WildSheepFoundation.org.

from 7:00 am until 7:00 pm, and Friday March 25th from 7:00 am
until 12:00 pm. Take down will be Saturday, March 26th from
7:00 am until 12:00 pm. In addition, we currently have at least 8
guzzler projects on the schedule from the end of February until
the fall and we are currently working with NDOW to set those
dates. For more information on, or to volunteer for, upcoming
projects you can go to
our website, click on
“Projects”, and scroll down
to “Upcoming Projects”.
We will also soon be
posting a full calendar of
wildlife, sportsmen’s, and
volunteer related events
on the website. If you
would like to volunteer you
can also e-mail our Vice
NBU Volunteers Work the Sheep Show
President and Volunteer
Coordinator Steve Field at SteveField@msmsheetmetal.com
or call the NBU phone message machine (775) 323-1177. By
registering to be added to our volunteer contact list you will be
notified by e-mail of all upcoming volunteer projects.
If you have had occasion to visit the Reno-Tahoe International
Airport recently, hopefully you have seen the exhibit of Nevada’s
3 species of wild sheep at the top of the “B” Concourse
escalators. If you have not seen it yet, please make it a point to
do so. This exhibit was funded entirely by NBU and we would
like to thank the following businesses and individuals for their
contributions in helping make this very impressive exhibit a reality:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Artefice by Dianda and Q&D Construction, Norman L. Dianda
Capital Glass
Desert Pines Taxidermy, Richard Herb
GlassFab Tempering Services
Nevada Department of Wildlife
Room with a View Murals, Chris Lacey
Reno-Tahoe International Airport, David Pittman

Not much new to report regarding the bighorn die-off in the East
Humboldt and Ruby mountain ranges. Sheep are continuing to
die, but at a much slower rate. The good news is that there are
still at least 20 or so left in each mountain range. We should know
a lot more this spring when the surveys are conducted. NBU
continues to support NDOW in their efforts to gather as much
scientific data as possible and we are committed to eventually
restoring the sheep populations in these mountain ranges.
Our volunteer project season has begun with exhibitor movein and move-out for the “Sheep Show” in February. The next
major volunteer effort will be set up and take down of the NBU
fundraiser at the Peppermill. Setup will be Thursday, March 24th

Reno Tahoe International Airport Bighorn Sheep
Exhibit
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Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
We should finally have our
Please also consider one
website General Store and
of our three levels of Life
Events Calendar up and
Membership: Gold Ram at
operational by early March.
$2,500, Silver Ram at $1,500
We will be featuring some
or Bronze Ram at $500.
exciting new NBU logoed
Since our last newsletter we
merchandise and we will be
have added two new Silver
selling open seating tickets
Ram Life Members and
for the fundraising banquet. Mike Bertoldi, Jim Nelson, Greg Smith & his Nelson Bighorn Sheep & Paul Bilbrey
two new Bronze Ram Life
For those of you that follow
Members. Don’t forget you
NBU on Facebook we now have over 300 friends, so please log
can also upgrade your Bronze Ram Life Membership to a Silver
on and join our network for wildlife and sportsmen.
and then to Gold by making annual installments of $500 a year.
Join the best of the best by becoming a NBU Life Member.
We know many of you will renew your NBU regular membership
by attending our 31st Annual Fundraising Banquet, but remember Well, that’s it for now. As always if you have any suggestions
membership renewal can be accomplished any one of four ways: as to how we can improve please e-mail them to us using our
“Contact NBU” link on the website. I hope to see you all at the
1. By attendance at the annual fundraising banquet, as previously 31st Annual Fundraising Banquet or at one of our upcoming
mentioned, and filling out the requested membership information volunteer projects.
on your ticket stub, and placing the stub in the drum.
Sincerely,
2. By paying dues either as a Regular, Corporate, Outfitter or Life
Member.
3. By participating at least once a year as a volunteer on a NBU
volunteer project.
4. By making a donation of $50 or more a year.

March 3 – 6
		
		

Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation
27th Annual Elk Camp & Expo in Reno, NV
www.rmef.org/AboutUs/ElkCamp

March 5
		
		

25th Anniversary Celebration
Carson Valley Chukar Club
For Tickets Contact: Todd Wilkes (775) 690-3853

March 11
		
		

Northern Nevada Chapter SCI
16th Annual Fundraising Banquet & Auction
For Tickets Contact Jeremy Drew (775) 843-9109

March 11 & 12 Nevada Board of Wildlife Commissioners Meeting
		
Reno, Nevada – Topic: CABMW Workshop
March 25
		
		

31st Annual NBU Banquet & Fundraising Auction
For Tickets Contact Any Director via E-Mail from
http://NevadaBighornsUnlimited.org/contact.html

Mike Bertoldi
President
Nevada Bighorns Unlimited

		
		

Or call (775) 323-1177
Follow Us To Where The Action Is!

April 15 & 16
		
		

Nevada Board of Wildlife Commissioners Meeting
Reno, Nevada – Topic: Legislative & Committee 		
Work, Non-Regulatory Meeting

May 13 & 14
		
		

Nevada Board of Wildlife Commissioners Meeting
Reno, Nevada – Topic: Big Game Status Report
And Quota Setting

May 21		
		
		
		

The Fraternity of the Desert Bighorn Fundraising 		
Banquet
South Pointe Hotel & Casino, Las Vegas Nevada
For Tickets Log on to: www.desertbighorn.com

June 24 & 25
		
		

Nevada Board of Wildlife Commissioners Meeting
Eureka, Nevada – Topic: Set/Revise Upland Game
And Furbearer Seasons and Limits

For more information about upcoming events, volunteer opportunities or the NBU annual banquet, please contact any Board member
or visit us on the web at www.nevadabighornsunlimited.org and the Nevada Bighorns Unlimited - Reno Facebook Page.
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31st Annual Fundraising Banquet
Friday, March 25, 2011
Peppermill Resort Spa & Casino, Reno NV

Come attend the largest single night fundraiser
for wildlife in the country featuring:

>> Famous Wall of 100 Guns Raffle!
>> Kids Rifle Raffles and Prizes!
>> Special Raffles for Shopping Sprees, Mystery Backpacks, Camping Gear and more!
>> Over 100 Item Silent Auction with Hunting and Outdoor Specialty Items!
>> Over 40 Item Live Auction including Hunts, Vacations, Camping Gear, and Two Nevada Heritage Tags
for Rocky Mountain Elk and Mule Deer!

Fol
low
the w h us
AC ere to
TIO
Ni
s!

Nevada Bighorns Unlimited-Reno invites you,
your family and friends to our 31st Annual
Fundraising Banquet on Friday, March 25,
2011 at the Peppermill Resort Spa & Casino in
Reno , Nevada. Over the last 30 years NBU has
become one of the largest volunteer sportsmen’s
organizations in the U.S., raising millions
of dollars & logging thousands of volunteer
hours to support wildlife in Nevada and our
neighboring states.

Come help us put even more big game
animals on the mountain!
For more info and tickets, email us at:
Info@NevadaBighornsUnlimited.org
or call us at: (775) 323-1177
5
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NBU and NNC-SCI Team Up For Youth Bird Hunt
By Steve Field, NBU Vice President
Last November NBU teamed up with the Northern Nevada Chapter of
Safari Club International (NNC-SCI) to sponsor a Youth Bird Hunt at Green
Gulch Ranch which is located West of US 395 Hallelujah Junction. The
youth bird hunt is the graduation event for the annual NNC-SCI Youth
and Novice Shotgun Clinic which is held at Sage Hills Clay Sports here in
Reno.
This is the first time that NBU has partnered with NNC-SCI for the Youth
Bird Hunt and we look forward to continued partnering opportunities
between our two groups in the future, as well as our continued support
for the Youth Bird Hunt. If you recall in the last issue of our newsletter
we gave you a great
pictorial review of the fun
and excitement that the
boys had on the Youth
Bird Hunt with two pages
of photography. The boys
had a great time, were very
successful on their birds
in the bag and I think you
could tell from the pictures
that the guides, dogs and
parents equally had a great
time.
Ryder Hagg & Steve Field
Just before Christmas we had the boys and their families come over to
the NBU headquarters so that I could thank them for their participation
in the bird hunt and offer them an explanation of NBU’s commitment to
enhancing youth outdoor experiences and promoting conservation at the
same time. The three boys that participated in this year’s bird hunt were
each presented with framed photographs of their individual hunts as well
as several NBU logo wear items. It was a great little informal gathering
and I really appreciated the opportunity to meet each young man and their
family, and talk about their bird hunt experience.
I would like to thank Jeremy Drew, President of NNC-SCI for asking NBU
to join in this year’s Youth Bird Hunt and hope that this is the beginning of
many more youth partnerships down the road. I would also like to thank
NBU Gold Ram Life Member Micki Jefferson for donating the framed
photography for each of the participant.

“Henry rifles will only be
made in America or they
won’t be made at all.”

Justin Rose & Steve Field

Anthony Imperato

President of Henry Repeating Arms

Steve Field & Chris Clark

NBU continues to be committed to youth outdoor education activities
as one of our core values. If you are not a member of NBU please
consider becoming one – and if you have kids and would like to get
them involved in NBU youth activities monitor our website at http://
NevadaBighornsUnlimited.org follow us on NBU’s Facebook Page and
remember that youth are our future and the future of our wildlife and
always welcome at any NBU event, especially our Annual Fundraising
Banquet. See you at the banquet!

Henry .22 Lever Frontier Model with Octagonal Barrel.
An affordable, beautiful rifle with superior tack-driving accuracy. Crafted
by American workers for American shooting enthusiasts.

Henry Golden Boy .22 LR /.22 Mag / .17HMR

Henry Big Boy .44 Magnum / 45C / .357 Mag

Henry Acu-Bolt .22 LR / .22 Mag / .17 HMR

Henry U.S. Survival .22 LR

It’s not a prideful boast. It’s a solemn oath from all of us at Henry Repeating
Arms. Every Henry rifle is and always will be made in America by American
workers. Decent, hard working folks like you who take great pride in their work.
We won’t follow the path of other manufacturers who have their products made
overseas and slap their name on them. When you read the rollmark on the barrel
of a Henry, it’s going to read Made in the USA.
We start with only the finest ingredients - gun barrel quality steel from
Ohio, genuine American walnut from Missouri and Iowa, steel castings from
Wisconsin and brass components from Pennsylvania. We manufacture a rifle
that you will be proud to own – with the smoothest action, flawless reliability,
and pinpoint accuracy. Made in America with the same integrity as the Henry
rifle President Lincoln owned.
We are a family owned business and we stand
behind every rifle that leaves our plant. You will find
our customer service second to none, and we’ll do
whatever it takes to guarantee your complete
satisfaction.
We invite you to become part of the Henry
family. Please order our free catalog, which includes
information about our rifles, a list of dealers in your
area and a free Henry decal.

For a FREE color catalog
visit www.henryrifles.com
or call Toll Free (866) 200-2354
Steve Field The Guides & The Families
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NBU Gratefully Acknowledges Henry Repeating Arms as a 31st Annual Banquet Sponsor
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Wingshooting Paradise in South America – Uruguay’s Four-Feathered Hunt
By Brad Johnston
Looking for more than the high volume dove-shooting we had
experienced outside of Cordoba, Argentina in 2009, my close
friend – Bob Anderson – and I returned to South America
during the Summer of 2010 to
experience a new (and perhaps
less well-known) hunting
destination – Uruguay. To say
that Uruguay is a bird hunter’s
paradise, would serve an injustice
not only to the unbelievable
hunting experience that is
available in Uruguay but also
to the remarkable people that
populate one of South America’s
smallest countries. Uruguay is
a country that must be added to
the “wish list” of all wing-shooting
enthusiasts and those who love
Latin American culture.
Our trip to Uruguay actually
began before we left
Argentina in 2009. Bob
and I were experiencing
the popular Argentine dove
hunt for the first time at
David Denies’ La Dormida
lodge near Cordoba, and we
started to talk to the lodge
manager about the outfitter’s other properties. Juaquine asked if
we liked to hunt ducks and upland birds over dogs,
and we both enthusiastically said that we enjoyed
both. The discussion turned to chukar hunting in
Nevada and an explanation that there were, in fact,
ducks in the dry state of Nevada. Juaquine then
suggested that Bob and I consider David Denies’
San Juan Lodge in Uruguay for a future trip, where
we could hunt perdiz, ducks, wild pigeons, and dove
all from the same lodge. Having had a great time in
Argentina, we were convinced that Uruguay would
be our next destination, and we immediately booked
our trip to Uruguay for the Summer of 2010 upon our
return to the United States from Argentina.
We arrived in Uruguay’s capital – Montevideo
– early in the morning and were immediately greeted by a
representative from David Denies and our driver. Before we could
depart to the San Juan Lodge, however, we had to complete
some paperwork for our hunting licenses and gun permits. This
was accomplished in the airport in short order due to the fact
that the outfitter had already completed most of the work for us
and a designated government official was at the airport to greet
us and complete the process quickly. While we were completing
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our paperwork, I noticed an enormous team portrait of Uruguay’s
national soccer team in the terminal. I am not much of a big
soccer fan, but I did know that Uruguay had just finished fourth
in the World Cup and that one of its players – Forlan – was
considered to be one of the best players of the tournament.
I commented that Uruguay’s fourth place finish was quite
impressive and that Forlan was a great player. The response
was immediate. “You know Brad, we are a country of only three
million people and we finished fourth in the World. We are so
proud of our team and our country. Did you know that Uruguay
has won the World Cup twice?” I quickly realized that the people
of Uruguay are very proud of their country, as they should be, and
enjoy hosting foreign visitors. I was ready and excited to learn
and see more.
On the way out of Montevideo, I learned that over half of
Uruguay’s population lives in the capital city. The historic city
of Montevideo sits on the Rio de la Plata, which looks more like
the ocean, and the city’s meandering coastline is dotted with
beaches, parks, high rise apartment buildings, and, of course,
numerous soccer fields. The city stood in stark contrast to the
rest of the country. Once we left Montevideo and traveled into
the countryside, it was farmland as far as the eye could see
with rolling hills of pastures dotted with cattle and forage crops.
Agriculture is big
business in Uruguay,
and beef is one of
the country’s largest
exports. There were
serveral towns that
we passed through on

the drive to the lodge, but they
were very small. In fact, the
towns were more like small
villages that encompassed
intersections of the highways
with a store, a school, a gas
station, and a few houses
without much more. As we
got closer and closer to the
lodge, we began to see birds
flying over all the fields and our excitement for the upcoming hunt
began to build.
We were greeted at the San Juan Lodge by Mercedes, who owns
the lodge with her husband Bernardo, and the rest of the staff.
We got settled, had some lunch, and it was out to the roost for an
afternoon dove shoot. We were told prior to the trip that the dove
hunting would be as good as it was in Argentina, if not better, and

there was doubt
that this was a true
statement. While
I had experienced
high-volume
dove shooting in
Argentina, there
were actually more
birds in Uruguay.
There was a
constant flood of
birds for hours as the dove returned from feeding in the fields to
their roost. The sky would at times go black and the sky seemed
to move like waves in the distance due to all the dove that were
flying. I think it is safe to say that I shot at least fifty boxes of
shells during that first shoot, which was a perfect warm-up for
the days to follow. Rather than count the number of doves shot,
we counted the number of fifty-pound seed sacks we filled with
doves. As we left the roost that day, I seem to recall having filled
three seed bags, which, let me tell you, is a huge number of
doves. I was certainly glad to hear that they would all be cleaned
and donated, except for the few that we would eat during our trip.
The lodge could accommodate ten hunters easily, but Bob and I
were the only ones there for the first few nights of our stay. The
staff accordingly spoiled us with their service. The lodge was
ideal for relaxing in the evenings, sharing stories, and sipping a
few cocktails. There was a large great room with an elevated
fireplace in the middle of the room, along with the stocked bar that
we frequented. The rooms were spacious, each with their own
fire places and private baths, and the food was gourmet, literally.
You could tell immediately that Mercedes and Bernardo prided
themselves on maintaining a five-star lodge, and, therefore, the
lodge did not simply have a good cook. They hired a true chef out
of a fine restaurant in Montevideo who prepared all of our meals.
They were uniformly fantastic and at times I think we anticipated
the meals as much as we did the hunting.
On the first full day at the lodge, our day began with a cooked to
order breakfast and then we were off to the fields to hunt perdiz.
This is one bird where
there actually is a legal
limit in Uruguay – ten
per hunter per day.
Our lead guide, Davie,
explained the habits of
perdiz, as we started
our hunt, and the habits
of the perdiz sounded
similar to those of
chukar. They like to
run and make a unique
noise when they fly. Thanks to the great setters the lodge uses to
hunt the perdiz, however, Bob and I had our limits by late morning.

It was a fantastic morning hunt in the rolling cattle pastures of
Uruguay, highlighted by spotting two axis deer and Bob taking the
largest rabbit
– or hare as
they called
it – I have
ever seen.
The hare was
also delicious
as we later
discovered.
After we filled
our limit of
perdiz, we
returned to
the lodge for lunch and some relaxation until the afternoon hunt
for dove. This day, however, Davie and I would see just how
many dove could be taken. We took two Benelli 20 gauge semiautomatics to the make-shift blind, and while I shot one Benelli,
Davie loaded the other. It was continuous shooting, as we passed
the guns back and forth, for hours. How many dove? I am really
not sure, but there were many, many full seed sacks in the back of
the truck when we drove back to the lodge. Not to worry, though,
the estimated dove population at the roost we hunted was over
two million, and the dove do not migrate out of the area.
On the following
morning, it was
time to hunt ducks.
We drove out to a
small pond where
the guides had
constructed a duck
blind the day before.
There is little hunting
pressure on the
ducks in Uruguay,
and there is no legal
limit on the number
of duck you can
shoot. Davie explained, however, that they have to call the hunt
at some point in time, so he handed Bob and me one hundred
shells each and said “however many ducks you can shoot with
your shells, that is
your limit.” It was still
dark when the ducks
started buzzing
the blind, Davie
asked why we did
not shoot. Habit I
guess, but I learned
we could shoot at
any time. The hunt
accordingly began
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National Archery in the Schools Program
E.W. Fritsch Elementary School
and the stream of
ducks never stopped.
Silver teal, tree ducks,
rosy bills, cinnamon
teal, and others just
poured into the decoys
in front of the pond.
It was another great
hunt to be followed by
another gourmet lunch
and a high volume
dove shoot in the
afternoon. Yes, we easily got through our two hundred shells by
late morning.
Completing Uruguay’s four-feathered hunt are the wild pigeons
that are hunted over decoys. I did not quite know what to expect
when we set out for a pigeon hunt on the third morning, but
I quickly learned it was a bit like goose hunting, although the
pigeons worked into the decoys much faster and lower. I never
expected to have so much fun shooting pigeons, but it too was
unbelievably fun, and the flight of pigeons never seemed to
stop. Occasionally wild parakeets would be intermixed with the
pigeons, and the guides would shout out “parakeetos!” They are
apparently a pest in Uruguay, and we were urged to shoot those
too. They guides gave special congratulations to each parakeet
that was taken, and I was assured they would be eaten too.

By Laura Valley

did not hesitate, upon
my request, to donate
a four-feathered hunt
in Uruguay at the San
Juan Lodge to Nevada
Bighorns Unlimited.
So, if you would
like to experience
wingshooting at its
finest at a fabulous
hunting lodge with
fine cuisine, be ready
during the auction
at this year’s NBU
banquet. The hunt will be for sale and two lucky people will
get to enjoy Uruguay’s four-feathered hunt later this year.

Sneak Peak – Live Auction Item

Commemorative Henry Big Boy .44 Magnum
Every evening during our stay, Mercedes hosted us for dinner
and drinks at the lodge, and her love of the lodge, the hunting
experience, and Uruguay came through each night. She made
us feel like we were at home, adding to the entire experience,
although we were a hemisphere away. And on the last night
of our stay, we were fortunate to sit down with Mercedes and
Bernardo and friends of theirs from Argentina and, of all places,
South Carolina. It felt like a dinner with old friends – the laughs
were many (in Spanish and English) and there was certainly
no shortage of fine wines from both Uruguay and Argentina.
Mercedes and Bernardo are first class people who run a first
class operation, like all of the David Denies’ affiliated lodges, and
we were sad to leave the following day after an early morning
duck and dove combination hunt. Confirming what I learned
during my trip to Uruguay, Mercedes and the David Denies’ outfit
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Sneak Peak – Special Raffle Item

During the month of January, my 4th and 5th grade
students at Fritsch Elementary School in Carson
City have been participating in a new and exciting
archery program. The National Archery in the
Schools Program or NASP is a safe, and fun way
to introduce the sport of archery in a school or
recreational setting. Most of the students were new
to archery although a few had participated with their
families.

recess to shoot,
offering to help set
up and clean up
– wanting to know
what is in store for
next week. Archery
is motivating my
students to try
something new.

I was introduced to NASP through the American
Wilderness Leadership School in Granite Creek
Wyoming. A scholarship from Nevada Department
of Wildlife and Safari Club International allowed
me to attend in the
summer of 2009. I
went through the
NASP basic instructor
training and was
looking forward to the
prospect of bringing
this fun activity to
my students. Two
organizations helped
make this program
a reality for my
school. Nevada
Bighorns Unlimited
and the Northern
Nevada Chapter of Safari Club International each contributed to
purchasing the equipment package for our school. Our equipment
arrived in late fall, allowing me to begin instruction in January. We
started our instruction in a classroom setting, but quickly moved
to setting up
our range in
the cafeteria.
I hope to
shoot outside
in the spring,
and we hope
to include
afterschool
opportunities

NASP is a program
that teaches a good
foundation for being
successful in the

sport of archery. They encourage participation in competitive
events at the local, state and national level. We are not ready for
competition at this time, but I will consider it in the future.
In closing, the National Archery in the Schools program allows our
youth to learn
a valuable
skill, one that
they can use
for the rest of
their lives. In
a society with
rising statistics
about obesity

for the students to practice their skills.

HaulTent Expedition Trailer

What has been rewarding and enjoyable for
me as a teacher, is watching students get
genuinely excited about this new activity.
They are coming to class ready to learn,
ready to participate and they are on their
best behavior. I have kids staying in at

and sedentary lifestyles in our kids,
programs like NASP offer one more
choice to get our kids moving and
engaged in a quality activity.
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HALLIES TIMES TWO - A FISH STORY
By Bernie Crooks
Recently, I was lucky enough to return to my favorite Fishing Spot
with some of my friends from Reno. Their arrivals were staggered, so we ended up splitting into two separate groups. The
first being myself and a fellow Lions Club Member, Jack Campbell
and two days later I was joined by John Edwards and his father
John Sr.
On the first expedition of
the trip Jack caught his first
Salmon and professed to have
a great time. I should say,
since he returned home with
50 lbs. of Silver Salmon!
On Wednesday morning, the
Edwards pair arrived and we
were off to my favorite spots
for Salmon. The water took on
a little rock and roll, but none
the less we landed our 18
Silvers.

By the forth day, Edwards Jr. & Sr. wanted to go after
some more Halibut… We fished early in the morning and
got another 18 Silvers. That afternoon we headed for a
local spot where Johnny and I had been successful two years
prior. This is where it got interesting. We decided to drift fish
and not to anchor. We were in about 240 to 300 feet of water.
We caught a few “chickens” and a lot of big rock fish in the first
drifts. On the fifth set of drifts, just as I prepared to drop my line,
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Bruised and shaken, a new plan was in
order! Call it “B” if you like. After another
15 minutes Johnny had battled the fish
back to color. Now Johnny, a stout guy and much younger than I,
passed the rod to me, and decided to handle this fish! He sank
the now repaired gaff (it was pretty much straightened out after
my futile attempt) into the upper jaw of the fish. This proved to be
a very poor decision. After a thorough beating of John, the fish
headed once again for the deep! Johnny’s bruised ribs and wrists
almost put him out of the action. Oh, and by the way, I still had
the rod
and was
not doing
well at all!
The fish
was pulling harder
and
harder.
During
the melee
we didn’t
notice that
the other
rod was
now bent
all the way over to the water line! We thought that the hooked fish
had swum around that line and tangled it during the battle with the
gaff. We quickly cut the line at the rod tip.

Was this fish episode finally over? Not quite…
The tangled line we had cut came alive as we
hauled it out of the water! We soon realized
that this live line was the apparent reason for
the third haul being so heavy. We made a quick splice and we
were back in action without much more that a few minutes rest.
This time experience prevailed, and with all three of us working
together this fish was hauled in to the deck as well.
After over an hour of action, I guess you could say we were well
spent! But, we had a great fish story for the lodge that night! And
oh yeah, back at the docks, the first Hallie was 75 lbs and the
second was 74!
Also all the Fish Boxes were FULL!

Your hunting
unting aand
nd
outdoor equipment

© 2011 Cabela’s Inc. DCW-101

The next day we took a long haul to a known Halibut Spot
and picked a few “chicken” Hallies, as well as some more
Silvers. This was followed by a day of fresh water fishing
up one of the many rivers in the area.

We now devised Plan “C”. On this the third
attempt, which proved to be the most successful, Johnny and I, assisted by Edwards Senior,
finally got the unbelievably heavy fish up, and
on board.

Johnny had a substantial bite. John Sr. was already down to
the bottom. A good sized Halibut will pull pretty hard at first just
like what Johnny’s line had done. I decided not to let out my line
out which turned out to be the right thing to do. I looked around
the immediate area for the Shark Hook and rope to no avail! I
thought to myself, “Oh well I’ll just hand gaff the fish, and have
Edwards Senior help me pull it on board if
need be.” Fifteen minutes later we began
to see some color in the water and I was
really starting to doubt my decision. The
“so-so” fish was much bigger than any of
us had estimated! I got the hand Gaff into
the lower jaw, and an explosion occurred!
If my two friends hadn’t grabbed a hold of
me I would have been pulled over board
and lost the gaff. It came bobbing up
from the now downward streaking fish,
headed full steam for the bottom!

headquarters.

Cabela’s Reno, Nevada
775.829.4100
cabelas.com | 888.888.4370
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p
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Monday - Friday: 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Saturday: 8 a.m. - 9 p.m. Sunday: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

NBU GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGES CABELA’S AS A 31ST ANNUAL BANQUET SPONSOR
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100 Years without Antelope

Nevada Antelope Arrive in Washington Over Weekend

By Kristie Belding

By Andy Walgamott, Editor Northwest Sportsman
Reprinted with the permission of Northwest Sportsman Magazine

Can you imagine driving in Nevada and not seeing antelope? I
certainly cannot. Antelope are one of my favorite of Nevada’s big
game animals. Their small bodies, the bucks’ sleek black horns,
their big brown eyes, and long eye lashes. It would be sad in
Nevada to not see antelope. Well until now Yakima, Washington
had not seen antelope in the wild for 100 years! I was able to
help capture 100 antelope on January 15, 2011 just west of Carlin,
Nevada and transplant them to Yakima Washington.
When we arrived at the site, just west of Carlin at around 7 a.m.
on Saturday morning, I was a bit nervous about handling the
antelope. We had
been told not to grab a
hold of the antelope’s
legs since they can
be very fragile, and
not to grab a hold of
their fur because it
falls out very easily.
Thankfully, my Dad
knows many of the
biologists and asked
Humboldt County
biologist Ed Partee if I
could help him capture
antelope that morning.
Ed was very nice
and knowledgeable
which eased me
into the experience
of transporting live
antelope. He even taught me the reason that antelope hair
falls out so easy is because it is a defense mechanism against
predators, when a predator tries to grab onto an antelope their fur
slips off so that the antelope can hopefully slip away faster.
We all jumped into the back of NDOW trucks and headed down
the road to catch up with the helicopter and wait for the net to
drop down on a small herd of antelope. We waited in the back
and watched hundreds of antelope run over hills and through the
valleys being herded by one helicopter crew. It was absolutely
incredible! The talent and precision of the helicopter pilot, Mark
and his crew
who shoot the
nets and spot
the herds are
a sight to see.
As soon as the
helicopter crew
spotted a small
group from the
main herd break
off they would
shoot a net down
and fly off to
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catch the next small herd. When the net was dropped the truck
we were in took off fast to drive up to the netted pronghorn and
as soon as the truck was stopped we would jump out as fast as
we could and hold down the antelope in the nets, start untangling
them, putting
shackles on
their legs,
blind folds on
their faces,
and carrying
them to the
truck to be vet
checked and
loaded into the
trailer.

Editor’s Blog, Monday, January 17, 2011
Last week, they were racing across the northeast Nevada sage.
Today, they’re learning about their new digs 450 miles to the
north-northwest in South-central Washington.
In a lightning-fast move, 100 antelope were captured Saturday
by the Nevada Department of Wildlife and dozens of volunteers,
and 99 were driven in livestock trailers to the Mabton area of the
Yakama Nation’s reservation and released.
“I had the last load, and unloaded them at 12:45 a.m.” Sunday
morning, says Glenn Rasmussen of the Central Washington
Chapter of Safari Club International. “Oh, yeah (it’s exciting). This
is something we’ve been working on for a long time.”
A helicopter is used to herd the animals towards net traps.
(Courtesy SCI-Central Washington Chapter)

There were
100 antelope captured that day, not all of them transported by
trucks. Some of them were transported in bags by the helicopter
and dropped off by the transport trailers. Some antelopes needed
IV’s administered, due to being stressed out, but all of them were
diligently checked out by a vet and made sure they were healthy
enough for the 12 hour ride from Nevada to Washington.
This antelope
capture
was one of
the most
incredible
opportunities
of my life. I
can now say I
am one of the
few people in
the world that
has ever held
a live antelope
in their
hands. Along
with the best helicopter crew in the world, 80 or so volunteers
(wildlife enthusiasts) from Nevada and Washington, Northern
Nevada biologists, and veterinarians we captured 100 antelope
to be sent to their new home in Yakima, Washington. I hope that
by participating in this capture, a young girl like me can one day
enjoy seeing antelope in her hunting areas in Yakima just like I do
here in Nevada.
Editor’s Notes: Kristie Belding is a long time member of NBU and
has grown up a NBU Volunteer, donating her time on countless
projects. Thank you for the article Kristie and congratulations on
your father’s W.F.S. Grass Roots Award!

He says that nine or ten bucks rode back in crates on a flatbed
driven by tribal representatives.
Due to the federal holiday, Yakama wildlife officials were
unavailable for comment.

Volunteers and others await the arrival of the antelope herd.
(Courtesy SCI-Central Washington Chapter)

He says his organization had first tried to work with the Washington Department of Fish & Wildlife on reintroduction, including
doing studies of potential release sites. But when that didn’t pan
out, they found that the Yakamas were interested in bringing the
so-called “speed goats” back to the reservation.
“It’s their project, we just arranged the financing,” says
Rasmussen.

Teams work to subdue and calm the animals.
(Courtesy SCI-Central Washington Chapter)

Antelope were gone from Washington by the mid-1800s, but
four releases were made between the Great Depression and the
Vietnam War era, according to a 2008 article by the Seattle PI.
The animals hung on on the Yakima Training Center, but over time
the population waned and disappeared.
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“We don’t know if it was soldiers shooting them or what,” says
Rasmussen.
The idea for reintroducing the species came when the club was
looking for a conservation project.
“My son, Eric, made the suggestion, ‘Why don’t we reintroduce
antelope into Washington?” he says.

After the animals were netted, they were blindfolded and hobbled
and taken to a staging area where a veterinarian drew blood
samples and gave them shots, Rasmussen says.
Then they were moved into waiting trailers.
“That was the rodeo part — loading them in,” he says. “Every time
you opened the door, the others were jumping to get out.”

The tribe identified 40,000 acres of the reservation that would
make “fair to good” habitat for the species, although there’s
currently also an overpopulation of mustangs on its 1.2 million
acres.
A grad student may follow the herd around, Rasmussen says.
“If there’s a huntable population, that’s fine,” he says, “but I don’t
think anyone’s concerned about that. When you travel through
Wyoming, it’s just nice to see them. I don’t expect to go shoot
them.”

Sneak Peak – Live Auction Items
Want to go on a hunt?

Nevada Elk Heritage Tag

Workers hold up an iv drip bag for an overheated antelope.
(Courtesy SCI-Central Washington Chapter)

A year ago, it looked as if it was on, but a helicopter crash
scrapped plans to trade live buffalo from the Yakamas for
antelope from the Duck Valley Reservation on the Nevada-Idaho
line, Rasmussen says.
He has high praise for NDOW: “Boy, that Nevada game
department is efficient.”
They were assisted by Nevada Bighorns Unlimited.

Captured and tagged antelope await the beginning of their journey
north to washington. (Courtesy SCI-Central Washington Chapter)

Ironically, the one radio-collared antelope in the bunch escaped.
Rasmussen says they were given drugs for the ride back, a rainy
slog north up U.S. Highway 93 then west on I-84. He drove a
couple dozen animals to Washington.

A new home, a new range for a Nevada doe released onto the
Yakama reservation south of Mabton.
(Courtesy SCI-Central Washington Chapter)

Nevada Mule Deer Heritage Tag

“Releasing them was real simple, and was almost an anticlimax,”
he says.
One in Rasmussen’s trailer had a broken leg and had to be put
down, however.

Sneak Peak – Live Auction Item
Two Pronghorn Items

A doe is just about to be loaded into a livestock trailer for
transportation to washington.
(Courtesy SCI-Central Washington Chapter)
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The bucks were transported in crates.
(Courtesy SCI-Central Washington Chapter)

Maison T Ortiz Memorial Fund
Xtreme Green ATV!

Dall Sheep

Two Caribou Items

California
Turkey

Russian
Brown Bear
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Fuji Park Urban Pond Kids Fishing Day

Jesse’s Bull

By Dennis Wilson, NBU Director

By Bernie Crooks & John Edwards

Carson City’s Fuji Park Urban Fishing Pond is now in full swing,
allowing fishing opportunities for all anglers. The design of this
pond allows for access for handicapped persons via a floating
fishing pier and allows for easy perimeter access for youth
fishermen. This one acre, 15 foot deep pond is fed by Clear
Creek and is stocked by the Nevada Department of Wildlife
(NDOW).

This year (2010) I was awarded with zero tags. As usual, some
of my friends drew out and we were once again planning for the
fall camps. Our deer camp scored five separate tags including
youth, PIW, and regular tags by draw, but this tale has to do with
a separate camp…and one not often visited. John Edwards, my
hunting and fishing partner on many occasions, had drawn a
black powder deer tag, and a Premium Rifle Bull tag during the rut
in the same area of Northeast Nevada. This meant that we’d be
scouting for elk while hunting for deer out of the same camp.

The Fuji Park Pond effort was spearheaded by Kevin “C.K.”
Baily. He tirelessly led this project over the past 10 years to rally
over 55 individuals, organizations and governmental
agencies to help plan and implement this urban
fishing pond. The majority of the funding came
from NDOW and the statewide Question 1 Bond
Initiative. Carson City contributed property, general
fund monies and water rights, along with on-going
maintenance of the facility. NBU contributed
$5,000.00 to this project and was acknowledged
through listing on a bronze plaque at the pond.
Baily’s ceaseless efforts resulted in his recognition
through the 2006 Wayne E. Kirch Award for
outstanding involvement in conservation of Nevada’s wildlife.
The dedication ceremony was held on October 23rd in
conjunction with a Kids Fishing Day. NDOW, Carson City Host
Lions Club and the Carson City Parks and Recreation Department
hosted this event and did a great job helping the kids fish,
providing tackle, cleaning fish and awarding prizes. The crowd
was addressed by NDOW Director Ken Mayer, Carson City
Mayor Bob Crowell and C.K. Baily, among others. Jim Nelson,
his daughter Ashlyn and I represented NBU. Ashlyn showed
everyone how to catch fish with a Castmaster lure, she caught
and released a number of fish and kept
some nice trout for dinner! Most of the kids
in attendance caught fish and were excited
to participate.
The Fuji Park Urban Fishing Pond is just
one of the many Nevada wildlife and
conservation projects funded by NBU with
your generous donations.

NBU Directors Dennis Wilson and Jim
Nelson with Jim’s daughter Ashlyn
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The weather was very typical of fall, and this led to an opportunity
for John to bring his 8-year-old son Jesse along with us for the
scouting and the time that I’d be in camp up until the start of the
elk season. Since I’ve been committed to being a volunteer at the
Air Races in the Emergency Tower for 30 years, I found it really
hard to choose, but I decided even before we left for camp that
I had to get back to town in time for the races. This was also a
perfect way to get Jesse back for school.
The drive up to Elko, Wells, into Idaho, and finally to Jarbidge
was uneventful but long. It always seems to last forever. John had
been at the camp before on a deer hunt so he was prepared for
the long haul…both on and off pavement. We arrived in the late
afternoon and sure as always seems to happen; we were camped
right next to a fellow NBU Member whom we had met on previous
NBU Guzzler Projects. George was there helping two friends who
had archery bull tags in the same area.
Camp was set that afternoon and none too soon, because we
awoke to 5 inches of new snow that next morning. Because of the
wet heavy snow, this day’s scouting was via John’s truck. Jesse
spotted the first deer and Johnny just “beamed” about it! It seems
Jesse was a “chip
off the old block.”
Edwards by the
way, has what I call
“sheep eyes”. We
saw deer and elk
and the elk were
mostly bulls.
The snow
disappeared quite
fast, and the
second day’s scouts were about the same with sage hen flushing
off the wet spots, a few deer and more bulls. We took a long hike
and ended up seeing a heavy six point that we named “Jesse’s
Bull”. Jesse was a real trooper. He never complained and blazed
right along (in front) of those tired steps of mine. He is indeed
going to follow in his dad’s footprints.
The third day’s scouting was on quads and we covered a lot of
different canyons and skirted around the area the archers were
in. The real highlight of this day (other than the sheer beauty of
the area) was the Nevada Bull Moose we saw while riding back to

camp that evening. I caught up with John in the fading light and
found him looking through his binos at a distant hillside. Thinking
nothing of it, I relaxed on my quad while waiting for him to stow
his stuff and continue on. “I see a moose…” John said. “Huh? No
way.” I voiced back. “It’s a horse.” I quipped. He had the spotting
scope out and was
fumbling to get it set
up. I began to doubt my
speculation as I saw
a dark spot disappear
into some brush.
Horses don’t do that.
John got the scope set
up and I looked thru…
at a bull moose. John
took a couple pics
thru the scope and we
quickly got back on the
quads and rode around
the hill. There I was
able to snap a shot
with my camera just
before dark.
The talk in camp that night was all of the moose. John’s friend and
his dad were to arrive the next day and I had planned to stay in
camp the next afternoon, and pack up my stuff for Jesse and my
trip the next day. TAKE IT FROM HERE JOHN.....
We arrived in camp 8 days before my elk season opened. Two
friends had also drawn deer tags and were camped with us. Phil
Condon and Jeremy Wormington focused on deer while I focused
on elk. I promised that if I found any shooter bucks I’d let them
know.
There was a big basin that the two archers with bull tags had
been hunting in. I promised them that I wouldn’t step foot into that
basin until their tags were filled or their season closed. Thus, I
focused my footwork in
other areas. I did hike to
the high ridge overlooking
the basin, but limited my
scouting to hours behind
my spotting scope. I spent
several mornings from
dark until the elk bedded
and several evenings
from 4 pm until dark
sitting on that wind-swept
ridge. There was a band
of sheep up there with a
couple of Great Pyrenees
dogs faithfully watching
over them. After many
hours, one became my
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friend and sat with me. The basin was crawling with bulls and they
were bugling and fighting like they were married. I spotted two
shooter bulls in there. Both were big 6 points and since they were
the two biggest bulls I had seen, I came to refer to them as #1 and
#2.
On the evening Bernie stayed in camp to pack, Jesse and I went
to check in a canyon that had fewer elk, but was more secluded
with no road access. I hoped that with the rut peaking, more bulls
might have pushed their cows there to hide from the extreme
competition in the archers’ basin. As we snuck in we began
hearing bugles. There were at least three bulls in that canyon
and all were herd bulls. I was looking down the canyon to our left
when I heard a deep, hoarse bugle. I adjusted my scope to the
right and there in the head of the canyon was Jesse’s Bull. He had
moved his nine cows more than two miles and was hiding them in
that canyon. He was heavier than #1 and #2 but his fronts were
weaker and his beams weren’t as long. I judged him my 3rd option
and figured he would score around 360.
We watched that bull for over an hour as he herded his cows
across the canyon and up our side. We had to wait to move until
they fed into the aspens or we would spook them. Jesse watched
that bull tearing up trees in the scope and heard his intimidating
bugle from a distance of only 300 yards. As we got up to walk out,
Jesse said “Dad, that’s the bull I want you to shoot.” Jesse would
leave the next morning and it was three days before my season
opened.
The following morning Bernie and Jesse left. I stayed in camp
to see them off. I have to say I fought back a tear watching my
boy go and knowing I wouldn’t see him for a week or more. That
evening I went back to the high ridge to check in on #1 and #2.
After an hour or so the giant dog visited me. It was nice to have
company as the sun dropped behind the Matterhorn. I saw #1 that
night but #2 seemed to have moved on.
The following day my great friend Josh Iveson was due to arrive.
I scouted the morning and when I got back to camp Jeremy was
waiting for me. He said he and Phil had bedded a nice buck.
Phil was watching it and sent Jeremy to fetch me to help. As fate
would have it, a couple hours later Phil and I snuck to within 84
yards of the sleeping buck. Phil made a perfect shot with his

muzzleloader and added his name to the Nevada Record Book.
Josh made it in just in time to help pack out the quarters.
The following day, Josh and I went to check another drainage that
I hadn’t looked into yet. On the way we planned to call coyotes
since it was mid-day and the elk wouldn’t be moving yet. As we
approached the drainage, I saw something that looked out of
place on the rim of a canyon. The binoculars revealed three nice
bucks heading to water early. Josh and I hiked into the canyon
to set up the scope and get a better look. Two of the bucks were
shooters and one of them was really nice. Josh and I quibbled a
bit and finally I told him “either you make a stalk on that buck or I
will!”
That apparently did the trick. Josh set off after that buck and I left
to go check in on #1. I got back to camp well after dark and Josh
still wasn’t back. My dad arrived from Wyoming with the horses
and we all waited for Josh. He finally showed up and his crimson
hands bore the
proof that he had
connected. The
next morning
we all went to
retrieve Josh’s
buck. It was a
fine buck and
another Nevada
Trophy Book
contender.
First light of opening morning found me several miles into the big
basin. I stayed there from daylight to dark and passed on several
bulls. I saw #1 but was disappointed to see he had broken his
G3 near the main beam. That would drop his score by over 20
points. I hiked out in the dark wondering what my plan for the next
morning should be. As usual, Josh was waiting for me in the dark
when I finally made it back to the road. We got back to camp just
before 10PM.
The next morning Josh and I decided to go see if we could find
Jesse’s Bull. We dropped into separate ends of the canyon at
first light. The bulls were on fire and screaming almost non-stop. I
saw several bulls but none were Jesse’s. Then, from the bottom I
heard that deep, intimidating bugle echoing off the canyon walls.
I saw a satellite 6 get his butt kicked and go skittering away. Then
I saw the ivory tips of a heavy-horned bull bobbing as he walked
out of the aspens. Steam bellowed from his mouth as he let loose
that familiar, almost scary bugle. Jesse’s Bull was there. I heard
my son’s words and saw his grinning face in my mind’s eye…
”Dad, that’s the bull I want you to shoot.” The range finder told me
the distance was 428 yards. Fortunately, there was a large rock
right there so I laid my pack down and settled in. At the shot the
bull dropped from sight in the tall brush.
As I made my way down the canyon I met up with Josh. He said
the bull was down but scrambling in the creek to try and get up.
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One final shot closed the deal. Josh and I went to work and soon
Dad rode in with a packhorse in tow. Phil and Jeremy also hiked
in to help. With the 5 of us we were able to make quick work of
the quartering. It
took both horses to
haul the bull. Dad
walked them all the
way back to camp.
I followed behind
until we made the
road. I was really
tired but felt proud at
the same time. That
white tipped rack
sure looked great on
that big mare.

Jesse made a fine choice!
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Hells Canyon Bighorn Days
Hosted by:

Oregon, Idaho & Washington Chapters of the
Wild Sheep Foundation

June 18 & 19, 2011
Beginning at 10 am Saturday and ending Sunday at noon
Participants are also invited to a dinner Friday night June 17
at 6 pm in Clarkston at the home of Glen Landrus (WA WSF President)

Joseph Creek Wildlife Area
Washington Department of Fish & Wildlife

An open invitation is extended to anyone interested in bighorn sheep to join
together with chapter members from Oregon, Washington, and Idaho
FNAWS as well as state biologists to discuss the future of bighorn sheep and
management strategies.
Bring: Tent, sleeping bag, toiletries, and clothes. BYOB as well as binoculars,
camera, and spotting scope. Please bring one item for our silent auction to
help raise money. COST $75 per person for the entire weekend or $25 for
meals only (no jet boat ride).
Includes: Two delicious meals prepared as well as snacks, soda, and lunch
provided both days.
Agenda: Jet boat trip from Heller Bar up Hells Canyon and back, caravan to view
other bighorn herds, silent auction, camaraderie, and discussion about the future of
bighorn sheep management in Hells Canyon.

We’re Your
Premier Destination
Sporting Lodge.

NDOW Finalizes Fish Stocking
Plans for Next Two Years

By Doug Nielsen, Reprinted with Permission of the Nevada
Department of Wildlife
The Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW) recently held its
annual fish stocking coordination meeting to finalize stocking
numbers for calendar years 2011 and 2012. Approximately
1,212,000 fish will be stocked in throughout Nevada’s three
regions, (eastern, southern and western) in 2011 and 1,172,000 in
2012, with nearly 96% stocked as “catchables” (8-10”).

Wingshooting & Fishing
•
•
•
•

Proven Hunting Dogs
Luxury Accommodations
Corporate & Group Rates
World Renowned Fishing

While most of the fish stocked are rainbow trout (942,500), the
agency also stocks Lahontan Cutthroat Trout (77,000), Tiger
Trout (13,000), Brown Trout (114,800) and Bowcutts (64,800). The
majority of the fish (68%) are stocked into lakes and reservoirs,
with the remainder stocked into urban ponds, as well as a number
of rivers and streams.
NDOW operates 3 hatcheries and 1 rearing station. However,
since the discovery of quagga mussels in 2007, as well as
the unprecedented drought conditions on the Colorado River,
NDOW’s Lake Mead Hatchery has been closed.
Since the closure of Lake Mead Hatchery, fish for the southern
region have been reared primarily at Mason Valley Hatchery
in Yerington, as well as through a co-operative agreement
with Willow Beach National Fish Hatchery (WBNFH), a federal
facility on the Arizona side of Lake Mohave. However, this cooperative agreement will be ending April 1, 2011 and will not be
renewed. Mason Valley and NDOW’s other facilities are already
at maximum production capacity and cannot replace the fish that
had been reared at WBNFH.
Therefore, the agency has made the decision to no longer stock
Lake Mead and Lake Mohave with trout beginning in fall 2011.
However, the urban ponds in Clark County, as well as reservoirs
on the Key Pittman and Kirch Wildlife Management Areas will
continue to be stocked. In addition to these areas, a number of
new fishing waters are planned in 2012 for the southern region.
These include urban fishing ponds in Beatty and Pahrump as well
as trout stocking in Upper Pahranagat Lake.

Big Game

• Bear, Mt. Lion, Elk, Whitetail & Mule Deer
• Enjoy Our Luxury Lodge or
Remote Horseback Camps
• Special Rates for Youth and Veterans

NDOW plans to bring the Lake Mead Hatchery back into
production in the future. Planning and design for a new system to
provide cooler water from the deeper waters of Lake Mead and a
filtration system to remove quagga mussels could be completed
by 2012 if funding is approved. Pending future funding availability
pipeline construction could begin shortly thereafter.

Please RSVP by June 13 at:
Glen Landrus
ramslam@hotmail.com
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The Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW) protects, restores
and manages fish and wildlife, and promotes fishing, hunting, and
boating safety. NDOW’s wildlife and habitat conservation efforts
are primarily funded by sportsmen’s license and conservation
fees and a federal surcharge on hunting and fishing gear. Support
wildlife and habitat conservation in Nevada by purchasing a
hunting, fishing, or combination license. For more information,
visit www.ndow.org.

NBU Gratefully Acknowledges the
Flying B Ranch as a 31st Annual
Banquet Sponsor
800-472-1945 • Idaho
info@flyingbranch.com • www.flyingbranch.com
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Whitetail Thanksgiving
By Brett Jefferson
Most Thanksgivings I have spent together with my family, cooking
and feasting and enjoying each other’s company. I had this
idea that wouldn’t it be fun if the family could all go deer hunting
together for a Thanksgiving. We would all be together; there
would still be meals together and we would certainly take enjoying
each other’s company to a whole new level. I talked to my son
Jake about it first and then my niece Julianna who lives with us.
I knew that if I could not get them enrolled in my idea there was
pretty much no point in even bringing it up to my wife Micki. Jake
and Julianna were up for a deer hunting Thanksgiving, in fact,
down right excited about the idea. When I brought the idea up
to Micki, she was a little bit hesitant at first until I told her that the
kids were going to be coming along and deer hunting too. Then
she was all in – except that she was not interested in hunting deer.
She has gone on many deer hunts, but she said that she was just
not interested in a deer hunt for herself.
After many mule deer hunts here in Nevada, I really wanted to go
on a whitetail hunt. So I called my friends at the Flying B Ranch
to see what kind of opportunities they would have for a family of
whitetail hunters during the Thanksgiving holiday. The Flying B
Ranch is located in north central Idaho between Grangeville and
Kamiah, east of Nez Perce in Lawyers Creek Canyon. The ranch
itself is over 5,000 acres, with exclusive outfitter rights to 740,000
acres of Special Permit Areas in the Nez Perce and Clearwater
National Forests. They offer all kinds of hunting opportunities for
elk, mule deer, whitetail deer, black bear, mountain lion, Merriam
Turkey, as well as some of the best wingshooting that you could
ever experience.
I have a particular interest in history, and the Flying B Ranch has
its share. The ranch is in a canyon along Lawyers Creek and
portions were utilized by the Nez Perce for their annual winter
encampment. In fact, on Lewis & Clark’s Corps. of Discovery
Expedition’s return trip the group entered the canyon from a
ridge above Susie Creek, starving and suffering from exposure –
looking for the friends
the Nez Perce to
nurse them back to
health. Well, as you
know, they found
the Nez Perce and
they were fed and
clothed and returned
to health to continue
their journey of
exploration.
Flying B Ranch - Lawyers Creek Canyon
We were able to book the dates that we wanted ahead and
just after Thanksgiving. We purchased the whitetail tags over
the counter. Julianna would be hunting with a doe tag; Jake a
management buck tag and I was the lucky guy with a buck tag.
We would all hunt together, and I would take every opportunity to
glass for a buck to put a stalk on.
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The first day we decided to hike up on a rocky hill high point to
do some glassing from. After about 15 to 20 minutes of glassing
our guide, C. Scott Van Winkle, spotted a whitetail buck moving
awkwardly down a slope covered in timber. As we watched it
became clear that this buck had been wounded by another hunter
days ago. This was not a management buck, but it was an animal
that needed to be put out of its misery; a sad example of a hunter
making a poor shot and not tracking the animal to a conclusion.

The next day as we were driving up the canyon to a location we
planned another hike from, when we happened across two does on
a side hill below a bluff which guards the opening to Gill’s Draw.

Scott had Jake set up and get ready, while Scott watched the
buck stumble along through the timber. They waited and waited
for the buck to show himself and present a clean shot.

One doe bedded down under a big pine tree while the second
continued to mill about and feed. We decided that the two does
were in a good location for Julianna to put on a stalk.

We all met on a skid road below the bluff. Julianna’s deer ran
maybe 25 yards and expired right in the middle of the skid road. I
explained to her that this was very good fortune, but not to expect
this kind of cooperation all the time. That made two shots fired
and two deer down.
That evening while I was on a hike glassing, Scott and Jake
happened to spot the antlers of the management buck that we
had been looking for. The buck bedded down on top of a large
grassy hill. Scott and Jake proceeded to belly crawl about 200
yards to get into position to make a shot. Once in position they
waited for the buck to stand up. Which after some time he did,
but he turned immediately away from Jake and moved out of sight
over the back side of the hill. Well, both Jake and Scott thought
that the stalk was over and they had somehow boogered the
buck. They decided to wait it out until dusk, since they were there.
After a while of patient waiting, what do you think that buck did?
He walked right around the base of the hillside right into their laps!
Third shot, third deer down.

Jake and I went to the far side of the canyon to keep an eye on
where the deer were, while Scott and Julianna made a large
loop stalk to get around the deer and up on the bluff to make a
downward shot.
Scott and Jake wait for the whitetail buck

After a time the buck appeared in a clearing and stood broadside
at 125 yards for a clean shot for Jake and his 30-06. One shot,
one whitetail down.

After Julianna and Scott had covered about half of the distance
to the back side of the bluff, they bumped another doe with a
yearling fawn out of the tall brush. Luckily the doe and fawn
scampered away in the opposite direction of the two does that
were bedded down. Does with fawns were not what we were
interested in.
After about an hour Julianna and Scott made it to the base of the
bluff and disappeared as they scaled up the back side. After a
few minutes they reappeared on the top of the bluff. One of the
does had stood up and started moving around the base of the
bluff. Julianna and Scott crawled out to the edge of the bluff.
Julianna and her .240 Weatherby were hanging over the edge
while Scott held on to her legs. I could no longer see the doe…
Then bang, she fired. I still could not see the doe, but I could tell
by the high-fiving going on that she had made a good shot and
brought the deer down.

Jake and his management buck

The next day started with fog in Lawyers Creek Canyon. It was
rainy and cold, but still beautiful.

Jake and Scott with Jake’s first whitetail buck

This was Jake’s first whitetail and he was pretty ecstatic
about the deer coming to him as he patiently waited for the right
moment to make his shot.

Brett, Julianna and her first deer!
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We decided to take Julianna up on the ridgelines of the canyon
and do more hiking, glassing, spot and stalking. One location that
we glassed from was right next to a survey monument – and, of
course, I would have to take a picture of Scott sitting next to the
monument; it’s just what land surveyors do.

Scott glassing up Susie Creek

The ridge off to the left is supposed to be the exact ridge that
Lewis & Clark descended on their return trip. As we sat on
the side hill looking across the ravine at where the Corps of
Discovery trudged some 150 years ago, the sun came out as it
was setting and warmed our faces. We watched two large groups
of mule deer on both sides of the canyon milling about in the late
afternoon sunlight. It was truly a glorious moment and I frankly
could not have been more content.

C. Scott Van Winkle, Flying B Ranch Guide

It began to rain more. We hiked across a grassy hill side and
entered the timber. Within the confines of the timber I could hear
a squeaking noise as we trudged along. It became louder and
louder, and then I realized that it was Julianna’s boots. Her heals
were sliding up and down with each step and causing a repetitive
squeaking with each step. When we reached the far side of the
timber I caught up with Julianna before we came out into the
open and asked her if I could tighten and lace up her boots to
stop the noise. She was embarrassed and didn’t realize that we
all could hear it, as well as any deer that might have been in the
neighborhood.
I crouched down on the ground in front of her and tightened and
re-laced her right boot. As I worked away on the boot laces, both
Julianna and Scott watched. When I finished the first boot I asked
Julianna if she would like me to do the second? She replied “yes
please – I kind of feel like a kindergartener.” Again, Julianna and
Scott watched me intently as I laced up her left boot. As I finished
I looked up at both of them watching me and stood up. Over their
shoulders at 20 yards stood a mature whitetail doe staring at us
and apparently watching me lace the boots as well. I whispered
“your doe is right there.”
Scott and Julianna turned. As she raised her .240 Weatherby the
deer scampered a short distance and looked back. There was no
time for shooting sticks. The deer was now at 35 yards – Julianna
leveled her gun and fired… Four shots fired, four deer down.
Julianna was ecstatic!
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Julianna and her second whitetail doe

We had been hunting for five days now, hiked miles each day and
I was pretty sure that I had glassed over at least one half of the
entire acreage of the ranch. I had not seen a buck that I wanted
to put a hunt on. I was thrilled that both Julianna and Jake had
filled both of their deer tags and thankful that I had been there for
three of the stalks.
It was the day after Thanksgiving. We had shared a traditional
Thanksgiving feast with Scott and Joseph Peterson, the ranch
General Manager. It was delicious. All the trimmings! Pie too!
Scott spotted a 3 x 4 buck about a half mile away bedded down
at the top of a ridge along the rim of the canyon. I looked at him
for a long while and debated in my mind. It was the last day of
our six day hunt. However, I just had my mind set on an older
more mature buck. I told Scott that I wanted to pass on this guy
and give him some time to grow up. I could sense that Scott
was concerned that I was not going to get a shot during this
entire hunt. But, he supported my decision and we decided to
cut across the hillside away from the young buck and look up the
Susie Creek drainage. It is a long drainage that extends close to
2 miles away from where we stopped to glass.

My daydreaming was interrupted by Scott’s voice, “There’s a buck!
And he’s a shooter!” He was way up the Susie Creek Canyon and
on a rutty beeline headed down the canyon which would inevitably
bring him directly below us.
We waited, and he kept coming. He would disappear into a side
drainage only to reappear on the other side continuing on his trek
down Susie Creek. I positioned myself to shoot straight downhill
and waited. Scott kept me posted on the buck’s progress. I had
a window of a few moments when he would appear from behind a
large rose bush before he would be gone out of view around the
hillside.
Just like he was scripted to do, he
walked out from behind the rose bush.
His head was down and he was walking
with determination. I let him walk to the
cross hairs and fired a clean, broadside
shot with my Ruger 25-06. He fell
immediately and rolled a few yards
downhill. We waited to make sure he
was not going to move and then slowly
picked our way down the hill side to the
buck.
I could not have been happier! We
estimated his age to be about 7 ½ years
old, 4 x 5, 6 x 7 counting kickers. A nice
130 class old buck! Scott came through
again; five shots and five deer down.

The Author and his whitetail buck

But this isn’t the end of the story…
Remember my wife Micki. The one that said she really didn’t feel
compelled to deer hunt. Well, she changed her mind after a bear
hunt she went on (Ref. NBU News, Vol. 27, No. 4) and bought a
deer rifle which gave Scott the opportunity for a full house.
Yes, you guessed it, six shots and six deer down. I’m not lying
when I say whitetail is delicious – it’s a good thing too!
In closing I want to thank the Flying B Ranch for being a
sponsor of the 31st Anniversary NBU Fundraising Banquet
and donating a
Hunter’s Choice
between an Archery
Mule Deer Hunt
and a Backcountry
Black Bear Hunt.
Thanks Joseph and
Scott and we hope
to see you again
soon!

Scott, Micki and her first whitetail deer
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TRIBUTE TO A YOUNG SPORTSMAN AND HUNTER
On January 19, 2011, fifteen year old Galena
High School student Maison T Ortiz died in a
tragic accident while snowboarding. Maison was
the son of NBU Member Tom Ortiz and grandson
of former longtime NBU Director Larry Hicks.
Maison prided himself in being a member of NBU
since the age of eight and attending every annual
banquet since then.

The perfect gift for
the outdoor enthusiasts.

Last September, Maison took his first deer in
Nevada’s Granite Range above Gerlach. He was
on a hunting trip with his father, Tom, his brother,
Chase, and his grandfather, Larry Hicks. After
spotting the buck nearly a half mile away, Maison and his Dad
planned and executed a careful two-hour stalk. Maison was able
to close within 90 yards of the deer. Armed with a muzzleloader
and knowing he would only have one shot, Maison shot from a
standing position with a shooting stick that he had borrowed from
a friend. When the cloud of smoke from his gunshot had cleared,
Maison was rewarded to see that he had dropped the buck in
his tracks with a clean shot to the neck. This moment was the
highpoint of what had been one of the most memorable hunting
and camping trips this family group had ever taken. It
represented Nevada at its best: clear skies, fresh air,
breathtaking beauty, abundant wildlife, campfires, breezes
through the leaves in the trees, great outdoor cooking and
the very best of family times.

Maison & his grandfather
Larry Hicks

Maison & his brother Chase

Maison Ortiz was an example of the very best of what
it means to be a sportsmen and hunter. From his very
early years, he had an uncanny ability to connect with
nature and all of its creatures, big and small. He thrived
in the outdoors and sharing it with those he loved. Taking
a quality animal and doing it cleanly was all important to
Maison. To the very core of each member of this hunting
party, this trip represented the essence of their love of
family, love of Nevada and love of the hunting experience.
Maison epitomizes the very type of youth embraced by Nevada
Bighorns Unlimited. In honor of Maison and in the hope of
assisting deserving young sportsmen and women similar to
Maison, NBU has established The Mason T Ortiz Memorial Fund.
NBU will be the custodian of this fund. Donations can be made
by making your check
payable to Nevada
Bighorns Unlimited,
note in the memo: For
The Maison T Ortiz
Memorial Fund; and
mail to NBU at P.O.
Box 21393, Reno,
Nevada 89515-1393.
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Maison, Chase & Tom Ortiz In Camp

Maison & his dad Tom
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Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
Membership Application / Renewal Form

Join NBU today!
Over the last thirty years NBU has grown to become the
largest grass roots volunteer sportsmen’s organization in
Nevada, quite possible the country! Through the support of
our members NBU has raised millions of dollars and logged
literally thousands of volunteer hours to benefit Nevada’s
wildlife. In the past five years alone NBU has funded and
actively participated in numerous big game capture, relocation
and survey projects; water development and enhancement
projects; Sheldon National Wildlife Refuge wild horse control;
made equipment and repair donations essential to NDOW;
participated in disease outbreak and prevention programs;
funded wildlife research including bighorn sheep, mountain
goats, elk, mule deer and sage grouse studies; supported
sound science predator control programs; awarded youth
scholarships and contributed to youth hunting and fishing
forums; as well as participated in numerous range restoration
projects.
The efforts of NBU have directly contributed to Nevada
currently having about 9,000 bighorn sheep within our borders.
That is more bighorn sheep than any other state in the lower
48! NBU has been largely responsible for transplanting bighorn

sheep in 80 of the 86 mountain ranges in Nevada that bighorn
call home. But NBU is not only about wild sheep! Through
the donations and participation from concerned sportsmen
and women such as you, NBU has increased opportunities to
hunt big and small game animals as well as otherwise enjoying
Nevada’s wildlife experience.
You can become a member of NBU in four different ways:
(1) By attending our Annual Fundraising Banquet in the
Spring of each year; (2) by making a donation to the Annual
Fundraising Banquet; (3) By volunteering your time one day
a year on a project sponsored by NBU to perpetuate the
mission of the organization; and finally (4) by joining using the
application form on the adjacent page or via our website at
http://NevadaBighornsUnlimited.org.
Please help us to continue to perpetuate the outdoor hunting
and fishing heritage of Nevada by joining NBU. You can be
confident that your support will make a difference!

~ Sportsmen working for the future of Nevada’s wildlife ~
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You have a choice of membership levels:

Bronze Ram – A Bronze Ram member receives a
lifetime subscription to the N.B.U. newsletter, a
Bronze Ram life member pin, a life member hat
and the N.B.U. decal.



Individual – Receives a 1-year subscription to the
N.B.U. newsletter and notifications of volunteer
events.

Bronze Ram Lifetime Members may up-grade their
membership to Silver Ram and Gold Ram levels by
one time donation or by annual donation installments
of $500. A portion of your membership is tax
deductible, please consult your accountant.



Corporate – Receives a 1-year subscription to
the N.B.U. newsletter and inclusion in the New
Corporate Member listing in each issue of the
newsletter and on the NBU website and
notifications of special events throughout the
year.

Yes! I wish to become a member, or renew my
membership, with Nevada Bighorns Unlimited at the
level indicated below:
[ ] $45 Individual
[ ] $500 Bronze Ram
[ ] $250 Corporate
[ ] $1,500 Silver Ram
[ ] $250 Outfitter
[ ] $2,500 Gold Ram



Outfitter – Receives a 1-year subscription to the
N.B.U. newsletter and inclusion in the New
Outfitter Member listing in each issue of the
newsletter and on the NBU website and
notification of special events throughout the year.

Name: _____________________________________

Every membership in Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
helps to re-establish, augment and maintain Nevada’s
Wildlife. A Lifetime Member can feel confident that his
or her donation and participation in N.B.U. creates the
greatest impact possible on Nevada’s wildlife and
habitat. Membership we can count on to perpetuate
the organization makes the difference. In appreciation
for a Lifetime Membership, we offer the following
benefits to members participating at the lifetime levels
below:


Thank you for your consideration.

Join Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
& Support Your Nevada Wildlife!
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When you join Nevada Bighorns Unlimited you
become a member of one of the premier volunteer
wildlife organizations in the country, committed to
working for the future of Nevada’s wildlife.



Gold Ram – A Gold Ram member receives a
lifetime subscription to the N.B.U. newsletter, a
Gold Ram N.B.U. Nevada Slam jacket, a Life
Member hat, a personalized wall plaque, the
N.B.U. decal and one complimentary ticket each
year to the annual banquet and auction.
Silver Ram – A Silver Ram member receives a
lifetime subscription to the N.B.U. newsletter, a
Silver Ram life member pin, an embroidered
N.B.U. jacket, a life member hat and the N.B.U.
decal.

Address: ___________________________________
City: ______________ State: _____ Zip: ________
Business Phone ______________________
Residence Phone: ____________________
E-mail Address: ______________________________
[ ] I only wish to receive the NBU News via my E-Mail
[ ] Check or Money Order Enclosed
Credit Card:

[ ] Visa [ ] Mastercard

[ ] American Express

Exp. Date: __________

Card No.: __________________________________
Name on Card: ______________________________
Signature: __________________________________
Please mail this completed form and remittance to:
Nevada Bighorns Unlimited – Reno
P.O. Box 21393, Reno, Nevada 89515-1393
Or Visit Us At Our Website:
http://nevadabighornsunlimited.org
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Nevada Bighorns Unlimited
P.O. Box 21393
Reno, Nevada 89515-1393

NBU Congratulates Mel Belding
Winner of the Wild Sheep Foundation 2011 Grass Roots Award
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Thank you Mel for all you do for wildlife, for NBU and for Nevada!
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